CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE

Name: Peter Yuan Liu
Age: 38
Family: I am a chubby father with a chubby wife, a normal weight son and a
chubby daughter.
Hometown: Oakland
Lived in Oakland since: 1987
Education: B.A. History from UCSC, 2002, GOD anointed I as the World's Smartest
Leader at the birthplace of biblical Abraham at the Ziggarat of Ur in 2003.
Occupation: None - I am too rich to be working.
Employer: No employer cuz I am too rich and uncontrollable by other humans.
Except God who commanded me to bring peace to planet Earth.
Political experience: Ran for Oakland mayor 2014, Ran for California Governor
2018, had a great campaign song, but was shadowbanned by Twitter and account
restricted by Facebook. I came in 9th or 10th place out of 27 gubernatorial
candidates named on ballot without any rigged mass media goverage, no invites
to rigged mass media sponsored debates. I am suing Twitter, Inc. and Facebook,
Inc. in Alameda Superior Court for $150,000,000.50, court case RQ18920150.

Notable affiliations: U.S. Department of Defense, Uniformed Services
• What do you see as the greatest challenges when it comes to providing residents
with a livable, affordable and safe community?
Oakland residents has been brain washed by the Democrats into zombies who go
out and protest against Donald Trump while doing absolutely nothing productive
to make themselves rich. That's why a rags-to-riches selfmade multimillnaire
100% service-connected combat veteran cool ass dude like me needs to show
these socialists how to live and afford the good life without begging on the
streets, stealing from the rich via forced unfair taxation, robbing elderly women of
their iphones and Louis Vouton purses, etc. That's what my #CESP5 get rich
method is all about, spreading in 20+ countries.
• What is the biggest opportunity for your district or city during the next four
years?
If I am da mayor, I'll make Oakland the #1 city for Sex and Romance unrivalled in
the Western Hemisphere. I'll create 100,000 jobs by turning all sizable parks into
paid unique theme park attractions. Imagine giant waterslides at Lake Merritt,
drawing horny men worldwide to look at babes with big titties all four seasons. If
a boring ass Louvre museum in Paris can draw 7.5 million visitors, I can do 50
million with Oakland Parks & Recreation. BART will have ridership jumping up the
yin yang. New capsule hotels looking like a skyscarper laundrymat will fill huge
numbers of singles visiting this city. Theme park discounts be given to couples.
Local theme parks be hiring huge numbers of Oaklanders for fun high paying jobs.
Even the local transcients be able to make money by picking up trash. Every
person who participate in my grand plan will have the opportunity to be rich rich
rich as I attract huge tourism numbers. All local businesses such as restaurants,
hotels, movie theaters, florists, nail sailons, massage therapists, sex workers,
marriage certifcate clerk, divorce lawyers, etc., can expect 20X increase in
business traffic.
• Describe your commitment to your district or city leading up to your bid for office.
Teaching people how capitalism works using my #CESP5 methodology.
Which I attached a copy here. Introduced this huge money making method

in 2014 as a mayoral candidate for Oakland and has since made many of
my fans rich, all they do is organize games, have people play each paying
$100. Many dumb ass liberals reported me to the police and corrupt FBI
saying I am running a pyramid or ponzi scheme. To this day, I still haven't
been charged nor arrested.
• Silicon Valley and the Bay Area are at the center of global, technological
advancement. How do you see technology’s role in changing the lives of both
longtime residents and transplants?
I am suing Twitter, Inc. and Facebook, Inc. for $150,000,000.50, if I win my case
and I am da mayor of Oakland, guess where the huge bulk of investments for the
unique theme parks and giant waterslide at Lake Merritt is gonna come from? If I
am da mayor, if longtime residents and transplants are enjoying the Sex &
Romance I bring to Oakland, y'all can thank Bay Area Twitter and Silicon Valley
Facebook.

